
Is an LED floor part of your upcoming design? Are you looking in to large - scale XR production? Control Video 
has multiple options for LED flooring to help your project stand out. Built as big a floor as you can imagine with 
our DLPi 5.9mm Panels outfitted with custom covers to allow talent to walk on top of the video. 

For low lying floor, we offer the Digiled LED frame system which keeps the LED as close to the ground as 
possible while still providing space for ventilation.  

Need the floor to be a stage as well? Our ACASS LED Stage solution (Right Picture) allows you to use its sturdy 
metal stage frames to elevate your stage up to a Maximum Heigh of 48”. 

digiled 5.9mm LED Floor
Outdoor LED Stage

301.277.3429
hello@controlvideodc.com

www.controlvideo.com

digiLED LED Floor Frame System

The digiLED LED Floor Frame System from Pete’s Big TVs offers designers the ability to layer beautiful, high-resolution 
imagery that covers the floor itself in your production and video designs. You can seamlessly extend an LED wall right into 
an LED floor or create a standalone LED floor within your overall design. 

Working closely with LED manufacturer digiLED, PBTV has designed a unique frame arrangement to hold high resolution 
5.9mm pixel pitch modules in a 1x1 or 1x2 module arrangement to allow for versatile creative design possibilities. Ease of 
setup and load-out, as well as tool-free replacement for troubleshooting is thoughtfully addresses by using threaded guide 
pins on the LED modules for alignment which holds each individual LED module, and its own individual 1/4" Plexiglas 
covering, in place. This means that any tile can be quickly and easily placed—and replaced—without having to deconstruct 
the entire floor. 

With the choice of both a 1x1 or 1x2 module frame, you can build rectangle or custom-shaped LED floors. The digiLED 1x1 
and 1x2 LED Floor frames sit directly on the floor, platform, or sub-floor and have up to 1" of adjustment. (NOTE: The 
digiLED LED Floor Frames do not allow for legs. If you need the floor raised up, you need to have a deck or platform 
system, provided by others to achieve the desired height for your design.)

The digiLED 1x1 & 1x2 LED Floor Frame System is all tool-free and the frames all lock together using threaded bolts and 
wing nuts.

Contact PBTV today to learn more about how you can take LED off the wall and put it on the floor—indoors or out.

The PBTV digiLED 1x1 & 1x2 LED Floor Frame System 
locks together using threaded bolts and wing nuts. 
(No tools required)

Do you need an LED floor for a 
design project? Need one for an 
outdoor product launch? Need an 
LED floor indoors for TV special? 

No matter what kind of LED floor 
you need, PBTV has you covered. 
PBTV has spent a lot of time 
perfecting the right kind of LED floor 
that can not only handle weather, 
but can also handle talent walking 
on it, products showcased on the 
floor, all with dynamic content 
playing underneath it, etc.

We have a high-resolution 5.9mm 
LED video product and a range of 
frames to fit your design and venue 
requirements. It has a Plexiglas top 
to protect the LEDs and allow talent 
to interact with your content.

Bring LED to a new plane with 
PBTV.

digiLED DLPo 5.9mm modules on 
1x2 frames in a 6x6 module layout

An example of frame-only of the 
6x6 module layout on 1x2 frames

Note: Drawings not to scale

ACASS LED Floor Frame System

The ACASS LED Floor Frame System from Pete’s Big TVs offers designers the ability to layer beautiful, high-resolution 
imagery that covers the floor itself in your production and video designs. You can seamlessly extend an LED wall right into 
an LED floor or create a standalone LED floor within your overall design. 

Working closely with fabrication vendor ACASS, PBTV has designed a unique frame arrangement to hold high resolution 
5.9mm pixel pitch modules in a 2x2 & 2x3 module arrangement to allow for versatile creative design possibilities. Ease of 
setup and load-out, as well as fast access replacement for troubleshooting is thoughtfully addresses by using guide pins for 
side-to-side alignment with an industrial magnet system which holds each individual LED module, and its own individual 
Plexiglas covering, in place. This means that any tile can be quickly and easily placed—and replaced—without having to 
de-construct the entire floor. With interchangeable legs, the floor can go from a minimum height of 12” to a maximum 
height of 48”. 

The ACASS LED Floor Frame System can be pre-loaded with the LED modules in the shop and travel to the project site in 
rugged set carts. This allows the floor to load-in, and -out, just that much faster.

Contact PBTV today to learn more about how you can take LED off the wall and put it on the floor—indoors or out.

Do you need an LED floor for a 
design project? Need one for an 
outdoor product launch? Need an 
LED  floor indoors for TV special? 

No matter what kind of LED floor 
you need, PBTV has you covered. 
PBTV has spent a lot of time 
perfecting the right kind of LED floor 
that can not only handle weather, 
but can also handle talent walking 
on it, products showcased on the 
floor, all with dynamic content 
playing underneath it, etc.

We have a high-resolution 5.9mm 
LED video product and a range of 
frames to fit your design and venue 
requirements. It has a Plexiglas top 
to protect the LEDs and allow talent 
to interact with your content.

Bring LED to a new plane with 
PBTV.

Note: Drawings not to scale
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